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Abstract: The objective of this paper is the prediction for the deteriorated status of 
mechanical parts based on the feature-oriented product model for supporting 
the parts reuse phase. As the first step, the product model with "Geometrical 
Quality Feature" is proposed for representing the deteriorated status. The 
geometrical quality feature consists of "form tolerance" and "geometrical
relation constraint". Based on the TIRS (Technologically and Topologically 
Related Surface) method, the form tolerance is described for representing 
deteriorated deformation of each geometric element. A geometrical-relation 
constraint is defined corresponding to the type of surfaces and its geometrical 
relation. The relationship between the form tolerances and the geometrical
relation constraint is also described in each movable element for interpreting 
the change of form tolerance into that of the geometrical-relation constraint. In 
the prediction process of parts deterioration using the geometrical quality 
feature, the effect of the deteriorated deformation on the functional behaviour 
is calculated using the cause list and behaviour simulation. This calculated 
status is assigned to each geometric element through form tolerance and it 
refers to the prediction of the deteriorated status comparing to the usage 
history. Through this process, the reuse of mechanical parts as a material for 
the machining process can be supported. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to solve such problems as the shortage of energy and natural 
resources and environmental pollution, a paradigm change of the present 
manufacturing system is required. One of the most effective solutions for 
these problems is to take the whole product life cycle into consideration at 
the product design phase and realize a closed-loop product life cycle. The 
product life cycle considered here includes an inverse flow from products to 
materials or parts. Products are decomposed into several parts after the use 
phase. Some of these are re-used at the production stage and during the 
maintenance/up-grade process. In order to reuse parts, their quality has to be 
predicted geometrically. In order to assist in the quality evaluation of used 
parts before reuse, a prediction of the status of deterioration with respect to 
geometrical information like its dimension and tolerance should also be 
made. In order to support the product life cycle in the view of product 
information, various product models have been proposed. However, they are 
mainly focused on the product design and manufacturing phase and its 
linkage. If the same product model could be used for the other life cycle 
phases like the prediction of deterioration before reuse, it would lead to a 
more efficient information exchange throughout the whole product life 
cycle. 

The final objective of this paper is to support the reuse phase by 
constructing the additional feature of representing the deteriorated status in 
the feature-oriented product model and by predicting the geometrical quality 
of each part using this model (Suzuki 2000). In the following sections, the 
relationship between product life cycle and product model is considered and 
a geometrical quality feature is newly defined in order to represent the 
deteriorated status with the product model. The geometrical quality feature 
consists of form tolerances and geometrical-relation constraints. Furthermore 
the prediction system for parts deterioration based on the product model with 
geometrical quality feature is proposed. Finally, an example of this method 
is introduced to verify the feasibility of this method. 

2. PRODUCT MODEL FOR PARTS REUSE 

2.1 Product life cycle and product model 

Due to the rapid development of information technology, product models 
have been proposed to integrate the various aspects of information about 
mechanical products (Krause 1993). With the aid of CAD tools, a geometry
oriented product model is created during the product design phase. From the 
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view of each life cycle phase, each phase has a corresponding different 
viewpoint and acquires necessary information from the same geometry
oriented model. On the other hand, the life cycle of a certain product 
includes various phases such as planning, manufacturing, use and so on. 
Figure 1 shows this relationship between the life cycle flow for each product 
and the life cycle process, especially focused on the manufacturing phase. 
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Figure 1. Product Life Cycle with part' s reuse flow 
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In this paper, mechanical products are considered that are produced with 
large varieties of types and very small production volumes. In this type of 
production, it is important that used parts from a product can be accepted as 
materials for another product in the manufacturing phase. Therefore, the 
manufacturing phase should be focused as well as the reuse phase itself. In 
the manufacturing phase considering parts reuse, several types of parts from 
different products have to be processed in the same manufacturing process. 
The manufacturing process can be divided into machining process and 
assembly process. If only blank materials are used in the manufacturing 
process, only one machining process plan can be designed. However, if used 
parts from different products are also treated as candidates of machining in a 
material library, several processes should be considered. Because the 
deteriorated status of each used part can be different, one part may need to 
be refurbished while others may be able to be used as assembly parts without 
refurbishment. Also some parts may be used as repair parts in the 
maintenance process. Here, refurbishment means the additional machining 
required for remaking the parts into the parts for another product. Many of 
the mechanical products, which are considered in this paper, have already 
been intended to be used repeatedly by refurbishment if necessary. For this 
mixture of product life cycle lines, more complicated processes are required 
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in the manufacturing phase (Matsuda 1999). From the viewpoint of energy 
consumption, reusing parts as materials for machining tends to consume less 
energy than in the case of producing from blank material. And during the 
machining phase, parts reuse makes it possible to decrease the amount of 
machining, which results in the saving of manufacturing resources. 
Therefore the parts reuse phase should be involved in the product life cycle 
of the mechanical products. 

2.2 Requirements of product model for parts reuse 

The product model provides information about the overall product shape, 
product size, finishing accuracy, relationship between parts and so on. In this 
paper, solid models are considered as the basis of the product model. During 
the product design phase, most of this information is generated. This 
information is described in the product model and used during other life 
cycle phases. However, the present product model is not necessarily 
amenable to support inverse life cycle phases such as parts reuse. In order to 
use the same product model in the reuse phase as well, the requirements for 
the product model should be re-considered. Figure 2 shows how the product 
model should be used for supporting the parts reuse phase. 
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of Original Parts 

Material Library 

Product Model 
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Prediction 

Product Model 
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Status Additional Machining 
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Figure 2. Parts reuse process and product model 

The deteriorated condition of each used part is predicted as a change in 
accuracy of form based on the usage history. An altered product model based 
on the prediction of deterioration is added to a material library as a candidate 
for machining. If it matches requirements for another part, refurbishing 
process data for the selected candidate parts are generated based on the 
selected product model. Then this product model is again circulated as a new 
product model in the next life cycle. 
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For supporting the parts reuse phase, the product model has to be able to 
be used in the quality management of used parts before its reuse. For this 
quality management, the product model has to fulfil the following three 
requirements. The first requirement is the ability to apply the prediction 
process of geometrical deteriorated status using the calculated method such 
as a behaviour simulation. As considered, a geometry-oriented product 
model is mainly applied to predict how a certain geometrical property, such 
as accuracy of form may have an effect on the product behaviour. In the 
product model, these geometrical accuracies are represented as the 
relationship between geometric elements such as surfaces. Therefore, if these 
properties are involved in the geometrical product model, they should be 
treated as parameters of the input model in the calculation process. The 
second requirement is the ability to add the result of the prediction into the 
original product model. In the present product model, it is hardly supposed 
that the information about geometrical quality should be added for the 
inverse process. In order to add the result of the prediction process, another 
attribute should be added to the normal product model. The third 
requirement is the ability to be used for production planning including 
refurbishment. Since such machining is done for each part, these geometrical 
accuracies have to be assigned to each geometric element from the 
refurbishment viewpoint. 

3. GEOMETRICAL QUALITY FEATURE 

From the discussion of the requirements of the product model for 
employment in the parts reuse phase, it was found that one of the most 
critical requirements is how to represent the geometrical accuracy in the 
product model. At present, tolerance concepts have important roles as an 
indicator of geometrical accuracy during the design, manufacturing and 
inspection phase of the new parts. Any dimension and shape of machined 
parts has some geometrical variations from nominal value and shape. While 
product functions have to be satisfied using parts with geometrical 
variations. Tolerance concepts have been introduced for showing the amount 
of tolerant variations from both the functional requirements and the 
machining cost. (Bjorke 1989) For this role, each tolerance is assigned to 
each independent part and the designer then sets a certain value and 
transmits the necessary machining accuracy from the design phase to the 
manufacturing phase. The present tolerance concept can be divided into 
dimensional tolerance and geometrical tolerance. The standard dimensional 
tolerance concept is widely used in the industry and plays an important role 
for the interchangeability of mechanical parts. However this concept leaves 
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some ambiguities about the shape. On the other hand, geometrical tolerance 
concepts can give the strict definition of each geometrical form, position and 
orientation. The present tolerance definitions have not been shown to be 
general indicators of the geometrical quality at the inverse phase such as 
parts reuse. In this paper, this tolerance definition should be extended to 
include geometrical quality through the whole product life cycle. It means 
that a minute change of geometry due to such deterioration as wear and 
abrasion should be represented by this extended geometrical tolerance 
description. For these reasons, a geometrical quality feature is newly defined 
based on the extensive tolerance descriptions and is added to the product 
model. Figure 3 shows the structure of the product model with the 
geometrical quality feature. 

'PrQduct 
,Model 

Figure 3. Feature based product model with geometrical quality feature 

The geometrical quality feature consists of form tolerance descriptions 
and geometrical-relation constraint descriptions. Each form tolerance is 
described corresponding to a particular geometric element of a part's solid 
model. On the other hand, geometrical-relation constraints are described 
with positional and/or orientational relation that represents the connecting 
relationships between geometric elements. Geometrical-relation constraints 
are defined based on the present relative tolerance definition. The difference 
between the normal relative tolerance and this geometrical-relation 
constraint is that normal relative tolerance is defined between elements 
which are involved in one part, while geometrical-relation constraints can 
also be defined between different parts. 

Figure 4 shows the role of geometrical quality feature from the product 
information process. In the mechanical product, many of product functions 
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are realized through the mechanical behaviours. These behaviours are made 
up of the mechanical capability of each part as well as the part's role in the 
overall structure. Therefore the geometrical accuracy given by the 
geometrical variations of each part and its relation can have an effect on the 
behaviour. The main role of the geometrical quality feature is to relate the 
mechanical behaviours and the geometrical accuracies. 
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Figure 4. Relationship between product function and its geometry 

using geometrical quality feature 

There are three advantages to be derived from the geometrical quality 
feature. The first advantage is that by changing the value of form tolerance 
and geometrical-relation constraint due to deterioration, the geometrical 
quality feature can be used as a parameter for a geometrical accuracy. The 
second advantage of this feature is to define the relationship between form 
tolerance and the geometrical-relation constraint. The third is that both form 
tolerance and geometrical-relation constraints are based on the definition of 
the present geometric tolerance, so that the exiting tolerance methods such as 
tolerance specification and tolerance analysis can be applied for specifying 
this feature and prediction process. 
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4. DESCRIPTION OF GEOMETRICAL 
QUALITY FEATURE 

4.1 Description of form tolerance and geometrical
relation constraint 

In order to define form tolerance and the geometrical-relation constraint, 
TTRS (Technologically and Topologically Related Surfaces) (Salomons 
1995) is introduced in this paper. In the TTRS method, any surface on the 
solid model can be divided into seven types based on the displacement that 
leaves a surface invariance; spherical, planar, cylindrical, helical, surfaces of 
revolution, prismatic and any surfaces. Table 3 shows these elementary 
surfaces of TTRS. 

One of the biggest advantages of the TTRS method is that it is possible to 
define new TTRS repeatedly between two TTRS according to the invariance. 
So TTRS can be applied not only to the real surface involved in a solid 
model but also to the relative geometry, which is called Pseudo_ITRS 
(Clement 1995). This means a certain geometrical-relation constraint 
between different parts can be represented using the same definition of a 
standard relative tolerance such as parallelism, coaxiality and so on. Based 
on this repetitive TTRS definition, a proper type of geometrical-relation 
constraint can be inferred. Specific form tolerances can be defined for each 
elementary surface of TTRS in order to describe its complete shape. If the 
shape of parts has been changed by such deterioration as abrasion, this 
change is interpreted as the change of the value of the form tolerance. Each 
elementary surface of TTRS can be also applied to specific relative tolerance 
types that can be defined in the TTRS relation involved. In this paper, this is 
defined as a geometrical-relation constraint based on the relation between 
the involved TTRS. Table 1 also shows definable geometrical-relation 
constraints and form tolerances for each elementary surface. 

4.2 Description of movable element 

To represent the geometrical deteriorated status using the geometrical 
quality feature, the very part, which had caused the deformation by 
deterioration, should be paid attention to. As relative motions between 
contacting geometric elements cause many of the geometrical deteriorations 
such as wear in a mechanical product, in this paper it is assumed that the 
deformation caused by deterioration occurs only to movable parts. 
Therefore, it is important how movable elements are modelled using the 
geometrical quality feature. In the mechanical product, there are some 
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typical elements for movement. Table 2 shows some examples of these 
typical movable elements (Suzuki 2000). 

Table 1: Elementary surface ofTTRS and its definable tolerance 

Elementary Definable Form Tolerance Definable Relative Tolerance 
Surface of TTRS (Geometrical-relation constraint) 

Sphere Circularity Coaxiality 

Plane Flatness, Straightness Parallelism, Perpendicularity, 
Position 

Cylindrical Cylindricity, Circularity, Coaxiality, Parallelism, 
Straightness (Axis) Perpendicularity, Position 

Helical (None) Coaxiality, Parallelism, 
Perpendicularity, Position 

Of revolution Profile of surface, Circularity, Coaxiality, Parallelism, 
Straightness (Axis), Profile of line Perpendicularity, Position 

Prismatic Profile of surface, Straightness Coaxiality, Parallelism, 
(Axis), Profile of line Perpendicularity, Position 

General Profile of surface, Profile of line (None) 

Table 2: ExamEle of common movable elements 

Example of Combination Type of Type of Applied 
Movable Elements of Surface Geometrical- Movement Form 

relation Constraint Tolerance 

Feed Cylinder- Parallelism Translation Flatness, 

/' $7 Plane [Plane] + Rotation Cylindricity 
[Cylinder] 

Crank Element Cylinder- Coaxiality Translation (along Cylindricity 

I Cylinder axis) 

Slider Element Prismatic - Coaxiality, Translation (along Profile of 

1M Prismatic Parallelism axis) Surface 

Cylinder- Coaxiality, Rotation (along Circularity, 
Cylinder Plane Parallelism axis) Flatness 
- Plane 

Each movable element consists of two geometric elements. Each surface 
of the elements is applied to the appropriate elementary surfaces of TTRS 
and then a proper form tolerance is defined for each surface based on it. As 
these contact surfaces also have some geometrical relations between 
themselves, a geometrical-relation constraint can be also defined between 
elements using the TTRS method. This geometrical-relation constraint has 
the role to indicate the required accuracy in that movement. These 
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movements occur along the direction III which · TTRS has a degree of 
freedom. 

4.3 Relationship between form tolerance and 
geometrical-relation constraint 

After predicting the deteriorated status using a geometrical-relation 
constraint, the result has to be assigned to each geometric element. For this 
assignment, the relationship between a form tolerance and a geometrical
relation constraint should be defined in a movable element. Figure 5 shows 
an example of this relationship in the case of a hole and a pin. 
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Figure 5. Relationship between form tolerance and geometrical-relation tolerance 
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When the geometrical-relation constraint based on the type of form 
tolerances and its relation is defined, the relational table as shown on the left 
hand side of Figure 5 is referred to. In this table also describes this 
relationship between the form tolerances and the geometrical-relation 
constraint. As both surfaces are cylinders in this example, both part A (shaft) 
and part B (hole) have the same radius R as a nominal value and these 
deviations can be restricted by cylindricity. (The values of cylindricities are 
Tn and Tf2 respectively.) Then the shaft and hole are assembled. In the 
assembly, it is considered that both parts have the shape that provides 
maximum clearance between them. Under this assumption, the shaft can 
move freely within the hole due to the clearance. This can be interpreted as 
the centre of the shaft can move within the cylindrical area whose radius is 
Tn + Tf2. This means that the value of coaxiality between the shaft and the 
hole is Tn + Tf2. This is the relationship between two cylindericities (form 
tolerance) and a coaxiality (geometrical-relation constraint). Using the 
above-mentioned relation, the minute deformation of each surface caused by 
deterioration can be related to the geometrical-relation constraint through the 
change of form tolerance value. 

4.4 Representation of geometrical quality feature 

Based on the method that was explained in the previous three sections, 
the geometrical quality feature is implemented in the product model. Figure 
6 shows this description and the relation. 
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Figure 6. Description of geometrical quality feature 
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In the implementation using C++, each element is defined independently 
as a class object. At first, form tolerances are defined to each geometric 
element. The type of form tolerance is determined according to the surface 
type of the geometric element. This form tolerance class has an attribute for 
adding the amount of deteriorated deformation based on the result of the 
prediction process. Secondly, a geometrical-relation constraint is defined to 
geometrical relation between geometric elements. Using the surface type 
involved the relation and the geometrical relation such as position and 
orientation, the type of geometrical-relation constraint is specified from the 
relational table based on the TTRS. If the geometrical-relation constraint is 
defined between parts and any relative motion occurs in the relation, a 
movable element has also to be defined to the geometrical-relation 
constraint. As commonly used movable element classes have already been 
constructed, the appropriate movable element is applied to the objective 
movable relation. This class also has an attribute for representing the 
deteriorated status based on the prediction result. Finally, the whole 
connection between each class in the product is described as a mechanical 
structure class. In this class, the connective relation is represented in the 
form of a pointer chain between each class. 

5. PREDICTION SYSTEM OF DETERIORATION 
STATUS 

5.1 Calculation process using cause list 

Using the product model with the geometrical quality feature, the effect 
of the geometrical accuracy on the functional behaviour of the product is 
calculated. For this calculation process the cause list is generated based on 
the mechanical structure class. Figure 7 shows this process and the cause 
list. 
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A mechanical structure class represents the relationship between each 
element of the geometrical quality feature. In the existing tolerance 
specification method and tolerance analysis method, a tolerance chain is 
defined in order to consider the interrelation between each tolerance 
(Salomons 1995). Therefore this mechanical structure class can be regarded 
to be the same as a tolerance chain, while, in this paper, functional 
requirements for satisfying the product function are defined as the 
geometrical accuracies of assembly relations, behaviour tracks and so on. 
Corresponding to each functional requirement, a cause list is generated. In 
this list, the possible sets of the movable elements in which deteriorations 
occur are given corresponding to a functional requirement to be achieved. In 
order to decide whether the functional requirement is achieved or not, it is 
assumed that the threshold value has been given by the designer in advance. 

Calculation grocess 
Class 

I[ Form tolerance 1 Tolerance .. Class Analysis 

! Cause List 
i -Functional requirement to be achieved 

I [Geometrical-relation} -Evaluated geometrical accuracy Prediction of 
Constraint (static) -Threshold value of the behavior effect of 

Class -Corresponding structure ID 
deterioration -Movable element ID on the structure 

! on behavior l possible set of Behavior 
f+ deteriorated status J Simulation 

i I Il Movable element I 
Class 

l Value of evaluated 
geamatrical accuracy J 

/ 

Figure 7. Calculation process using cause list 

In the calculation process, each set of deteriorated status given by the 
cause list is tried with the behaviour simulation. In the behaviour simulation, 
the value of the corresponding geometrical-relation constraint in the movable 
element is interpreted as a dimension of the clearance between parts. On the 
other hand, the other form tolerances and geometrical-relation constraints, 
which are not related to the deterioration in the use phase, may also have 
effects on the behaviour due to the initial tolerances. These effects can be 
calculated using the existing tolerance analysis method in a statistical way. 
By superimposing the result of behaviour simulation and tolerance analysis, 
the effect of that set of deteriorated status on the behaviour can be calculated 
as the value of the corresponding evaluated geometrical accuracy. These 
results are added to the cause list based on the calculated result. 
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5.2 Prediction process of deteriorated status 

After the calculation process using the cause list mentioned in the 
previous section, a prediction process for the deteriorated status of parts is 
proposed as shown in Figure 8. 

Product model 
for used product 

Structure Model 

Solid 
Model 

Prediction Process 

Product 
model 
for 

rr==-or;::::;=:;:::;:::ll used 
pertl 

Design end Manufacturing Proce •• 

Figure 8. Product Model Based Prediction process for 

parts deterioration based on the product model 

For the prediction process, geometrical quality feature and cause list have 
been added to the product model for used parts during the product design 
phase and the use phase. Usage history is also added to the product model 
during the use phase. This history mainly describes the functional status of 
the product corresponding to the functional requirement on the cause list. 

For the prediction, as the first step the usage history is compared with the 
threshold value of each functional requirement on the cause list. If a 
functional requirement to be achieved is found to be satisfied from the usage 
history, the cause list corresponding to the functional requirement can be 
selected for predicting the deteriorated status of related movable elements. 
Based on this, the deteriorated status for each movable element is estimated. 
Then in each movable element, the deformation is assigned to the form 
tolerance of each geometric element involved in the movable element. The 
relationship between geometrical-relation constraint and form tolerance is 
used for this assignment. Finally, to each used parts model is added the 
predicted value under the deteriorated status. The used parts model with 
deteriorated status is added to the material library for the machining phase 
together with blank material. If it matches the new specification for 
machining, it can be considered as a candidate for material to be selected. 
Therefore, each used part can be reused effectively. 
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6. EXAMPLE 

In this chapter, the proposed prediction method is applied to a spindle 
mechanism. Figure 9 shows this mechanism and its functional requirements 
and movable elements. In this model, there are two movable elements; left 
bearing and right bearing. Two functional requirements should be satisfied 
during usage; the positional error of movement at the edge of the gear both 
in the axial and radial direction. 

Figure 9. Spindle mechanism 

Based on this solid model, both form tolerances and geometrical-relation 
constraints are added. Figure 10 shows the description of the geometrical 
quality feature relation of this model. If a movement occurs in the relation, 
an appropriate movable element is also defined. In this example, a hinge 
element class is defined between the outer race and inner race of both 
bearings. By repeatedly generating geometrical quality features for all parts, 
the mechanical structure class can be defined. 

A cause list is then generated based on the mechanical structure and a 
functional requirement. Then each possible set is checked in the calculation 
process. In this process, behaviour simulation is executed in order to 
estimate the evaluated geometrical accuracy for each functional requirement. 
In the prediction process, if this function requirement is satisfied, the 
corresponding cause list is selected for predicting the worst deteriorated 
status. In this case, it is represented as the dimension of clearance in this 
case, at each bearing element as shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 10. Description of geometrical quality feature of the spindle model 
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Figure 11. Prediction of deteriorated status of movable element 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

In this paper, a reuse phase for the mechanical parts could be supported 
successfully by defining a geometrical quality feature in the feature-oriented 
product model and by predicting the deteriorated status of parts using this 
feature. The geometrical quality feature was described by semantically 
extending the concept of the present geometric tolerance. It consisted of 
form tolerance description, geometrical-relation constraint and the 
relationship between them. It can be said that this structure has several 
advantages. The first advantage is that the geometrical quality feature is 
defined based on the definition of the present geometric tolerance. 
Therefore, tolerance specification methods, such as the TTRS method, can 
be applied to that of geometrical quality features. The second advantage is 
that both of the parts deformation due to deterioration and the change of the 
assembly relation can be represented using form tolerance descriptions and 
geometrical-relation constraints respectively. Furthermore by defining the 
relationship between form tolerance description and geometrical-relation 
constraint, functional requirements about geometrical accuracy of assembly 
relations could be interpreted into the form accuracy of physical parts for the 
refurbishment process. 

Using the product model with the geometrical quality feature, a 
prediction process of deteriorated status could also be proposed. In executing 
a behaviour simulation for the prediction, geometrical-relation constraints 
could be treated as geometrical parameters. As a result, the deteriorated 
status in the movable element be calculated and reflected in terms of the 
form tolerance. This information is added to the product model and thus 
helps in the prediction process by comparing the usage history. Finally, the 
example process for the prediction of deteriorated status could be shown. 
This prediction process will lead to the creation of an efficient material 
library including used parts. The material library will make it possible to 
construct the process planning system including the refurbishment process 
for used parts. This means that the proposed method permits the construction 
of feature-oriented product model that could support the realization of a 
closed product life cycle. 
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